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In this note we describe the Gg-closure of Zx in 26x “Ising this description, we obtain 
the following theorem: 2x is1 Gg-closed in 2px if and on F‘ X is LiudeEf. An immcdiatc 
consequence of this result is the fact that 2x is reakomp if X is Lindelijf. Concerning 
the realcompactness of 2x, we show that the class of COI etely regutar spaces X, f x 
which 2x is realcompact, is closed und!er continuous+per losed images, In particu! ar, if 
X is completely regufar and 2x is realcompact, hen any c tinuous-open-closed COI npletely 
regular image of X is reakompact. 






Let X be a completely regular space,’ and let :tir tienote the space of 
closed subsets of X with the finite topology (see [4] and [ 61 for the fun- 
damental properties of 2x ]I. Let i : 2 *‘+ 2flx be the canonical mapping 
defined by i(F) = elPx F, Then i is a continuous map from 2x onto a dense 
subspace of 2flx, and, as is demonstrated En [ 3 1, i is an embedding if and 
only if X is normal. Thus, if X is normal, 2ox is al c:ompactification of 2”. 
In this note we describe the G, -closure of 2x in 2”‘x, and establish tk 
following theorem: 2* is G, -closed in 2flx if and only if If;‘ is Lindelik 
A corollary of this theorem is that 2” is realcompact if X is Lindetif. 
Concerning the realcompactness of 21y, we show that the class of cork 
* This research was partMy supported by a felfowship from the National Re,search Council ef ’ 
Canada. 
’ In this paper, the term completely regular, even when unmodified, implies 
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pietely regular spaces X for which 2’ is realcompact is closed under can. 
tjnuous-open-closed images. n particular, if 2x is realcompact, then every 
continuous-open-closed image of X is realcompact. 
For the reader’s convenience, we recall the definition of 2x. For a to- 
pological space X, 2x denotes the set of all non-empty closed subsets of 
X. FTor a subset A of X we denote the set (F E 2x : F C_ A ) by 2A . We 
generate a toyology on 2x by taking the family 
{2G: GisopeninX) u {2X-1!F:,FisclosedinX) 
JS a sub-basis. This topology on 2x is known cs the f”inite topology, and 
px with this topology is refeir$d t$, as the hyperspace of X. Following 
‘;4], w’e adapt the following notational cc,nvention. For subsets A,, A, , _.., 
A, of X we let 
n 
B(A,;A,,A,, . . ..An)= 2Ao f? n 2X-2X-Ai 
i=l 
= {E P;EA, andFnAi# Q) foralli= 1, 2, . . ..n). 
Using this notation, we see that the family of sets of the form B(G, ; 
G, 3 G, 9 l **9 G,), where GO, G,, . . . . G, are open in X and lJy=, Gi C_ GO, 
forms ai basis for the topology on 2x. 
2. e IS6 -closure of 2x in 2P* 
Let X be a sarbspace of a space Y. We say that X is G,-closed in Y if 
Y-X is a union of Gs -sets in Y. This means that given a point p E Y-X 
we can find open subsets G, , G2 9 . . . of Y such that p E fInt=N C, E Y-X. 
- The following theorem is well known (see [ 1) 8X] ). 
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a completely regular Hcmsdorf’f space. Then the . 
fullowing statenzert s are 1’guivalen t : 
(i) X is reakompact, 
(ii) X is G, closed in /3x, 
(iii) X is G,-closed in some compactijkation of X 
C f course a realcompact space need not be G, -clssed in all of its com- 
paetifications. For example; a locally compact spree is G, -~Aose;i in its 
one-point compactification i.f and only if it is IT-com?Dact, and examples 
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abound of re&OmpaGt, locahy compact spaces which are not o-compact. 
Suppose we are given a compactifkation LX of’ a (completely regular 
usdorff) space X. If X is G,-closed in arX, we see, by 2.1, that X is 
akompa@. As we saw above, the G, -closedness ofX in arX may reflect 
much more than the realcompactness of X, depending on the position of 
CXX in the family of a# compactifications rzfX. . 
Now, let X be a normal, Hausdorff space. As was mentioned above, the 
mapping i(8) = cl,,F is .UI emibedding of 2’ onto a dense subspace of 
2flx and so, in this way, we can regard 28x as a compackifkation o,F 2x. 
We ire concerned here with determining the topological structure otf X 
that is equivalent o 2x being 6, -closed in 2px. We begin with an ek- 
mentary observation. 
Proposition 2.2. Let X be a subs,vace of Y. t . 
&r (A?) = (p E ’ Y: ev&y S, -set in cr3n tairhg p in twsec ts X ) . 
Then Qy (X) is the smakst subspace of Y th t contains X arzd is G%- 
closed in Y. 
Proof. Clearly X c Qy(X). We first show that Qy (X) hs Gfi -closed in Y. 
For, let p E Y - Q*(X). Then there is a G6 -set H in Y such that p E H 
and H n X = 8. Since any G6 c:orOaining, any point of Qy (X) intersects 
X, we have H n Q*(x) :-= 8. Thus Qy (X) is G6 -closed in Y. 
Wow, let S be any subspace of Y such that X s S and S is Gs -closed 
in Y. We show that QY(X) E S. Let p E k&(X) If p $ S, sinoe S is C, - 
closed in Y, tinere is a G, -set H in Y such that JJ 3 N and N n S = (II\. But 
s:kce p E Q&K), H n X # $9, wdt since X CC S, H n $ # $I. Thus p fl S. 
Therefore Qr CXJ c S, and so Qy fX) is the smallest G6 -closed subs#pace 
af Y which contains X. Cl 
We will refer to Qy (X) in 2. 2 2s the C&-closure of X in Y. 
For a topol.ogical space X, let C(X) denote the set of continuous, real- 
valued funcliions on X. For f~ C(X) we let 
Zu) is called the zero-set off. Wq let 
Z(X) = {Z(f): fE C(X)} l 
Pn a completely regular space, a G6 -set containing agiven point contz&~s 
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a zero*et c.,ontaining the given point (see [ 1,3,11]). So if X g Y, where 
Y is completely regular, our G6 conditions may be re-formulated as fok~ 
Psws. X is C, -closed in Y if every point of Y - X lies in some zero-set of 
Y that is disjoint from X, Qu (X) is the set of points p such that every 
zero*eit in Y that contains p intersects X. 
We now describe the G,-closure of 2x in 2@* for a normal space X. 
Recall that we are identifying 2x as the subspace i(2*) of 2@Jr. 
rnma 2.3. %e: X be a norm&, Hausdorff space. Let Q denote the G6 - 
closure of 2X in 20x. Then 
roof. Observe that i(V) = {FE 2 Ox: F= d&Fn X)}. Let QI denote 
the set described in the statement of the lemma. We will show that 
2x C: Q1 C Q and that Q1 is i;, -closed in 2fi*, from which the assertion 
follows. Since F E 2x is equivalent o F = clgx (F n x), clearly 2* Cr Q1 . 
We now show that QI C_ Q. So let FE Q, . Let %R be any G, -set in Px 
containtng F. Writ? 5U = f7 nEN 9, ) with gn open in 2@* for each n. For 
each n we can find open sets G,,, , Gltn, . . . . GKn,n in PX with lJtiI $ n <i 
GO., and FE &GO,, ; G,,, , *,.$ GKn,n) E 9,. For each n find a zero-set 
1.4 an in /3X such that F 2 2$, s CO,, . Now ninEN Zn = Z is r3. zero-set in PX 
and F !E Z. Since FE Q1 , we: have F E clpx (Z n X). But cl, (Z n X) E 
:‘Ix n 9f, and so every C& -set in 2Px containing F meets 2x. Therefore 
4% Q, and so Q1 C Q. We complete the proof by showing that Q, is G, - 
closed in 2Px. Let FE YX - Ql . Then there is a zero-set Z in PX such 
that F !& Z but F g cl 
clearly % is a C, in 2 1 
x (Z n X). Let R = B(Z; PX - clpx (Z n X)). Then 
X 
C& -closed in 2P*. Cl 
and FE SZ. Obviously % n Q1 z=: $9. Thus Q1 is 
7.‘heorem 2.4. Let X be a normal, Hausdorff space. 7% fa+Vowing are 
equivalent: 
(i) 2x is G6 -closed iit 2Px ; 
(ii) X is LindeliSf: 
Proof. (i) * (ii). Assume that 2x is G, -c!issed in 2px . 1; the notation of 
ing lemma, this means that 2x = Q1. We claim that ?’ is Linde- 
I6f. For the sake of contradiction, assume X’ is not Lindelaf. Then, there 
1,s a family cb of chased subsets of with the countable .jntersection 
property such that 17ic;zlh = 8. Let cb, be the family of counta 
tionn of members of (a. Then <D, is closerd under countable 
and &a 1 A = 0. Let 3 = nAE3 t. clax A ., Then, since R 59 
have R E 26* - 2x + Let Z be any zero-set in flX containing R. Write 
z=n azEM G, , where each G, is open in /3X. Now, for each 3, 
n A E cb 1 ~1~~~ A C_G, , and so, by compacbaess, there is, for eac’h n, a finite 
subset 9’@; of cb, SO that nAE9 clpx A (L. Gn. Let 9 = U,,N 9,. Them 9 
is a countklble subset of CD1 a*$ nAE7 c$~ A C_ nnEN G, = 2. 
n r4E9 A Ecgl andso 
It followseasily th.at R c cl,& n X). We -have thus shown that. for 
z E Z(PX), 
This means that R E Q1 . But this is nonfse se, since R $ 2x = Qi . This 
shows that (i) * (ii). 
(ii) * (i). Assume X is LindelPf. We shol that 2x = Q1 , for lahich it 
suffices to show Qr E 2x. So let FE Q1. “m nen 
Let q = {Z 6 Z(px): F C_ Z}. We clalim that F = clsx [nzGq (Z ft X)] . 
If possible, let p E F - clflx [n,,, (dd ‘7 CI X)] . Find a closed neighborhood 
Nofjt~ inpXsuch thatNn [n zGcle (.Z TP X)] r 0. SinceJ is LindelY> there 
is a sequence 2, 9 Z2, . . . from V SW% that N 1 I [f&N (Zi ~1 X)] = q:. But 
f&EN Zi E 3e 9 and so F E clflx [niEN (Z{ n X)] . But this implies 
p E clsx [ niEN (Zi n X)] , and so N r? IntEN (ZZi n X)] # $9. This contra- 
di(ction proves that F C_ clPx [ 19 zEa(Z n X)] . Since the reverse inclusion 
holds trivially, we conclude that 8’ = clflx ff7ZE(R (2 n AC)]. Thus F E 2x, 
and so Q, !& 2x. Therefore 2x is G, klosed in 2flx. Cl 
Remark 23. It should be observed that the results of 2.3 and Y’1.4 carry 
over to hiher cardinals. Callirg a set a G, -set if it is the intenection of 
m open sets (m denotes an infinite cardinal) and. recalling that a s 
m-Lh del6f if each of its open c;overs has a subcover of <rn sets, we see 
that,, with obvious modifications, 23 and 2.4 h.old with (G, replaced by 
G, , a,ld Lkilelof replaced by m-Lindelaf. 
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3. Some remarks one the realcompactness of 2x 
By 2.4. and 2.1 it follows Oat if X is Lindelof, then 2* is realcompalct. 
Indeed, if k Jis Lindelaf, then 2@* is B compactification of 2* in which 
2* is CG& -closed. We now give a direct proof of this result. Recall that a 
completely regular space Y is realcompact if and only if every Z-ultra- 
filter on Y with the countable intersedtion property is fixed (see [ I ] ). 
Theorem 3.1. Let X be LiMdelGf arid clompZetely regular. ?‘hera 2x is real- 
compact. * \ 
Proof. Since a LindelGf, completely regular space is normal, we conclude 
by [ 6,4.9] that 2* is completely regular (and Hausciorff) when X is com- 
pletely regular and Lindelof. We use the above characterization of real- 
compactness. So let 8 be a Z-ultrafilter on 2* with the countable intersec- 
tion property, with X assumed to be Lindelijf. We define two families of 
sets as follows. We set 
Q’ =: (A ‘E 2* : there exists 9 E 8 such that 99 G 2y4 ) 3 
[I = (A E 2* : there exists g E 8 such that 9 C, B(X; A)}. 
For A E /3, we define SA = (Fn.4: FE a). We claim that for eachAe & 
$jA has the countable intersection property. Let {F, , F2, .eaI ) C Q, and 
let A E 6. Then, for each n, there is a set g, E 0 with CBn S 2Fn, and 
there is a set 93 E 0 with c7B& B(X; A). Since 8 has the countable inter- 
section property, we have 
$!M( n q$-VH C( n 2Fn)nB(X;A). 
;nEN RE,‘N 
Any element in the latter intersection is contained in nnEN F, and meets : . 
A. So, in particular, (fI nEN F, ) ~1 A # $3. Thus, each 9’ has the countable 
intersection .property, Since X is L-iwdelijf, there is, for each A E fly a point 
pA E n GA. Let L = clx (pA : A E p’ ) . We now show that L E .n 8, whence 0 
is fixed, and so 2X is realcompact. We assume t $ II 8 and we will derive a 
contradiction. If C $n 0, then there is a set Cso E 8 such that L $!?s . Now, 
since X is normal, it is easy to see that the sets of the form B(X; Zo> U 
zzl U ,.. U 2Zn, where Z,, Z,, . . . . Zn are zero-sets in X, form a base for the 
closed sets in 2 *. Now 93 E 8 and so c1s is a zero-set in 2x, and is, in par- 
ticular!. closed. Since L & ?o , we can find zero-sets ZO, ,Z,, . .._ Zn in X 
such that E B[X;Z,) U 2’1 11 . . . W 2zn; and L $ B(X;i?;,) U 2’0 W . . . 
U 2’~. Now, if’ Z is a zero-set in X, then 2z is a zero-set in :2x (see [ 21) 
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We cannot .have any 2’i E 8, because thi!; would put Zi in cyr and would 
imply L E 7 ti, or equivalently Lb, E Pi, by the construction of L. So, sin,r.:e 
8 is a\ Z-ultrafilter, there is, for each i = 1,2, . . . . n, a zero& gj in 8 such 
that?&f&=$!l.Lettinge=Q nn~_,~i,weE~ave C!Et3and-CZ 
CIB (X; ZO). This implies Z0 E & ard iso i&, E Z0 n E. But E & B(X; ZO), 
so that L n Z0 = Q). This is a contradiction. Te conclude that L 6 n 8. 0 
Remark 3.2. In [ 71, the realcompactness of 2x is approachled by unifor- 
mities, and 3.1 can be deduced as a fc:orollary of restal& proved therein. 
It does not seem to be known whe:ther 2* is realcompact whenever X 
is. Qf course, if 2x is realcompact, hen X is, since (for Ha~usdorff X) the 
singletons in 2x forn a closed subspace homeomorphic to X. We have to 
be slightly careful in discu .ssing the realc qpactness of 2x; since 2x is 
completely regular only when X is norm If we use the definition elf real- 
compactness in [ 5 1, which applies in the on-completely regular setting, 
we can then meaningfully ask whether 2A ;s re& compact v&en X is com- 
pletely regular and realcompact. 
hoposition 3.3. Let 9 be G! dosed hereditcl y topologicaf property. Ler 
X be a regular, Hausdorff space such tictat 2x E 9. If Y is a mntinuous- 
open-closed image of X, then 2% 9. 
Proof. Let X be regular 2 ‘Id Hausdorff, with 2” E 9. Let f : X + Y bt: a 
continuous, open, and closed sujection: Define F : 2x -+ 2y by F(A) = 
f(A), and define G l 2’ + 2x by G(B) =S-l ‘8). By [6, S.lO 1 5 10 21 
F and G are continious. Let y = G(2Y’ ), Then F 1 y and G ,r$ m&all; 
inverse homeomorphisms between ‘y and 2y, arid G 0 F is a retraction of 
2x onto y . Now, since X is regular and IKausdorff, 2x is Napsdorff (see 
[ 6,4.9] ). As a retract elf’ 2x, y is therefore closed. in 2X. Thus 2y is 
homeomorphic to a c::losed subspace of 2x. Since 9 is closed hereditary, 
2YEP.O 
In particular, 3.3 is valid for the property realcompa;:xss, so we can 
deduce the f(>llowing. Let X br! completely regular. If 2X is reaIco.mpact, 
tl Len X is realcompact and every cv)ntin,uous-open-closed completely regu- 
lar image of X is realcompac t. 1: dces not seem ltto be kr-iown whether eal- 
con?pactness i  preserved under coratinuous-open-cloyed: images. A coun- 
tererrample would provide an example of a realcompact space whose 
hyp$rspace is not realcompact. 
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